We present a process logic for the π-calculus with the linear/affine type discipline [6, 7, 31, 32, 33, 59, 60] . Built on the preceding studies on logics for programs and processes, simple systems of assertions are developed, capturing the classes of behaviours ranging from purely functional interactions to those with destructive update, local state and genericity. A central feature of the logic is representation of the behaviour of an environment as the dual of that of a process in an assertion, which is crucial for obtaining compositional proof systems. From the process logic we can derive compositional program logics for various higher-order programming languages, whose soundness is proved via their embeddings into the process logic. In this paper, the key technical framework of the process logic and its applications is presented focussing on pure functional behaviour and a prototypical call-by-value functional language, leaving the full technical development to [27, 26] .
Introduction
Program Logics offer abstraction of programs' behaviours centring on logical predicates on them, combined with proof systems for deriving valid judgements. They are useful both for the design of programs on a rigorous basis (i.e. specification) and analysis of existing programs (i.e. verification). In fact, these two aspects are Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. most effectively integrated in real engineering practice, where code or design in production, annotated with predicates which express crucial safety properties, is subjected to logical reasoning and the result is reflected onto the process of design and coding. This reasoning part may even be half-mechanised, so that programmers can get feedback quickly and reliably. For all these purposes the proof system may as well be compositional (i.e. rules are built following the syntactic structure of the language) since, in this way, we can reason about a larger program based on properties derived for its constituting parts. Some logics are mathematically general for a given class of programs in that all meaningful observable properties are precisely specifiable (and, up to derivability of valid judgement in the associated domain, relatively provable) in the system. Since the program logics of this kind can express properties of programs in a general and rigorous fashion, and because the associated proof system offers a fundamental articulation of semantics of language constructs and their interplay, many engineering activities ranging from static analyses to program testing increasingly use program logics as their foundation.
One of the well-known instances of such logics, which in effect initiated the whole field of compositional program logics, is the specification logic by Tony Hoare [21] , Hoare Logic, developed on the basis of earlier work by Floyd [16] and Naur [49] . Hoare Logic, originally presented for a simple imperative programming language, is powerful from an engineering viewpoint: formulae and rules are simple and intuitive, capturing the essence of dynamics of imperative programs concisely and elegantly. And it is satisfying from a theoretical viewpoint; not only the proof system is both sound and (relatively) complete with respect to a naturally defined model, but each of the rules has a decisive form which follows the principle of finding a weakest precondition for a desired conclusion. There have been a vast body of theoretical and practical studies starting from Hoare's work (see various surveys including [4, 11] ). The maturity of the theoretical understanding and practical techniques is now reaching the stage where one can develop consistent proof rules for reasoning about non-trivial fragments of real-world programming languages, cf. [51, 35, 55, 40] .
Compositional program logics make it possible to reason about observable properties of software starting from their constituent parts. A piece of software, in principle and increasingly in practice, can consist of programs written in different languages. Even if a program is written in a single language, when it runs under an operating system, its properties should be considered in combination with those of the operating system, which may be written in a different language. Another instantiation of the same problem is when a high-level language calls native code (many libraries of a high-level language are implemented in this way). In fact, almost all kinds of software nowadays explicitly or implicitly rely on the functionalities of other software. A Java program relies on its APIs which are implemented using native code and OS libraries, an OS library uses kernel calls, and even a kernel relies on, for example, the proper working of the network for carrying out its essential functionalities. Thus reasoning about behaviour of software across language boundaries, but still on a rigorous logical basis, is fundamental for guaranteeing the safe behaviour of software. In spite of many studies on Hoare Logic and its derivatives, it seems this topic has not been investigated as extensively as the subject may deserve.
We present in this paper one possible approach to this problem domain. The idea is to develop compositional logics for a tiny formalism of interaction, and use it to derive, analyse and mediate, via encoding of language constructs in it, logics for more complex programming languages. This tiny formalism -which is a minimal core of a process calculus, the π-calculus, introduced by Milner, Parrow and Walker [46] -has a simple operation, communication of names, and a small set of algebraic operators, including parallel composition. The π-calculus is a calculus of concurrency, developed along the line of such process calculi as CCS [43] , CSP [23] and ACP [5] . But, as the originators noted [46] , it has great expressive power to represent diverse forms of computation, and as such may as well be regarded as a calculus for describing software behaviour in general, including higher-order sequential computation [45] . In fact, if we constrain the composition of processes using a class of type annotations (which come from Linear Logic [18, 39] , Game Semantics [3, 30, 34] and study of types for the π-calculus [48, 53, 37, 25] ), we can embed a wide class of programming languages into name passing processes without losing essential semantic properties [6, 59, 60, 31, 7, 32, 33] . If, therefore, we can find a suitable notion of logic for typed name passing processes together with its sound compositional proof rules, we may as well be able to derive logics for different programming languages via encoding; and, in turn, the typed π-calculus would serve as a common stratum of these program logics, allowing the combined reasoning for multiple languages.
Thus our process logic starts from typed processes. Following Hennessy-Milner Logic [20] , a basic modal logic for nondeterministic processes, assertions in the logic centre on communication, describing reciprocal interaction a process may have with its environment. Types offer fundamental organising principles for structuring assertions: among others, they lead to a form of logical description of behaviours where behaviour of an environment is represented as the dual of that of a process, which is crucial for obtaining compositional proof rules. The resulting logical description precisely captures semantics of typed processes, which is then reflected onto different programming languages via their embedding in the typed π-calculus. The present paper illustrates these key technical elements in the simplest setting, focussing on purely functional sequential processes and a basic call-by-value higher-order language. The experiment with a large class of sequential behaviour and different kinds of higher-order programming languages (including call-byname, two forms of polymorphisms, data structure with destructive update, objects and global and local state) is reported in [27] . It also reports how the original Hoare Logic is recoverable from a stateful version of the process logic, suggesting fruitful connections to the foregoing studies on program logics.
A basic reservation to our approach would be that its extensive use of types may result in difficulties in its practical adaptation. Examining the effects of close interplays between types and logics is one of the significant future issues, together with extensions of the framework to the realm of behaviours beyond those treated so far, which include, among others, concurrency and distribution.
Possible Technical Contributions
Apart from the general direction to use the typed logics for the π-calculus as a unifying basis of program logics, the following points may be counted among technical novelties of the present work.
1. The finding that duality-based types (originating in the foregoing studies on types and semantics of interaction) leads to a highly structured form of Hennessy-Milner logic for the π-calculus. The representation of the behaviour of an environment in assertions yields simple compositional proof rules.
2. The use of fully abstract embeddings of programming languages into typed π-calculi to derive, analyse and verify program logics for these languages. This extends various semantic embeddings of programming languages in processes [44, 58, 6, 59 ] to a logical setting.
3. As an outcome of 1 and 2, a systematic technique to use names and operations on them for reasoning about programs and data structure on a uniform basis, including, among others, higher-order functions and procedures, polymorphisms, and complex data structures.
Regarding the third point, a uniform treatment of higher-order features of programming languages in compositional program logics may not have been known so far, in spite of many studies on program logics in the past. The present work offers a general technical solution to this problem, using decomposability of language constructs into fine-grained dynamics of name passing processes and the precise logical analysis of the resulting representation through the typed process logics.
Related Work
As may be clear from the preceding discussions, the present work owes much to the three research strands of semantics of computation: compositional program logics, theories of processes, and types for functions and interaction. In the following we discuss those works directly related with the material presented in this short paper: more comprehensive discussions are found in [27] . Among extensions of Hoare's axiomatic method, the proof rules for procedures studied by Hoare and Clint [22, 10] predict the logical treatment of replicated processes in the present work. Kowaltowsky [38] proposes a way to use names to express return values of procedures. Abadi and Leino [2] propose a framework in which names of objects and operations on them are used as essential elements of a program logic for an object-oriented language. In this context, the present work extends the usage of names in these works to a general basis of specifications.
Jones [36] demonstrated that not only pre/post conditions but also an explicit assertion on the two-way constraints on a program and its environment is effective for reasoning about shared variable concurrency (a related idea is found in [17] ). We owe to Jones' work the idea of representation of the environments' behaviour in logical specifications of programs, as recorded in the shape of the sequent in the present process logic.
In a tradition different from Hoare Logic, equational logics for the λ-calculi have been studied since the classical work by Church, Curry and others. LCF [14] augments the standard equational theory of the λ-calculus with Scott's fixed point induction. Other prominent logics along this line include those for polymorphic λ-calculi [54, 1] . The program logics for higher-order functions derived from process logics differ in that their assertion describes behavioural properties of programs rather than equates programs, allowing specifications with arbitrary degrees of precision as well as smoothly extending to non-functional behaviour (for further technical comparisons see [27, §1.2] ).
Hennessy-Milner Logic [20] , one of the starting points of the present work, enjoys a sound and complete equational characterisation for bisimilarity. Similarly the present logic enjoys the same property for the typed contextual congruence. The embeddability of a program logic in a process logic is first demonstrated by Milner for a basic specification logic for shared variable concurrency [43] . Existing studies on logics for the π-calculus include Hennessy-Milner Logic [47] (for characterising different bisimilarities) and Spatial Logic [9] (for capturing spatial structures of processes). Dam's survey [13] details the difficulties in developing the proof system of Hennessy-Milner Logic for the untyped π-calculus. All these preceding studies are done in the untyped setting: the present work demonstrates that the use of types can lead to compositional process logics in which compositional program logics are precisely embeddable.
Structure of the paper
In the remainder, Section 2 introduces the basic ideas of the typed process logic, including assertions, their semantics, and proof rules. Section 3 derives a compositional program logic for call-by-value PCF [15] from the process logic, outlines how a fully abstract logical embedding leads to a simple proof of soundness of the proof rules, and concludes with simple inference examples. Detailed proofs as well as experiments of the framework for a wide range of sequential processes and programs are found in [27, 26, 28 ].
Notation
Logical connectives are used with their standard precedence and association: e.g. A B
x C D E is parsed as´A Bµ ´´´ x Cµ Dµ Eµ.
on formulae denotes logical equivalence. As far as no confusion arises, we use these connectives both syntactically (i.e. as connectives in formulae in process/program logics) and semantically (i.e. for discussing validity of various kinds).
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Typed Process Logic

Processes
The π-calculus used in this paper is a typed variant of the standard asynchronous π-calculus [29, 8] . The following gives the reduction rule of the asynchronous π-calculus.
Here y denotes a potentially empty vector y 1 y n of names, denotes parallel composition, x´ yµ P is an input, and x v is an asynchronous output. Operationally, this reduction represents the consumption of an asynchronous message by a receptor. The idea extends to a receptor with replication, ! x´ yµ P:
where the replicated process remains in the configuration after reduction. Types for processes prescribe usage of names. To be able to do this with precision, it is important to control dynamic sharing of names. For this purpose, it is useful to restrict name passing to bound (private) name passing, where only bound names are passed in communication [57] . Using bound name passing leads to simple proof rules without sacrificing expressiveness. Syntactically we restrict outputs to the form´ν yµ´x y Pµ (where´ν yµ indicate name hiding: names in y should be pairwise distinct), which we henceforth write x´ yµP (observe the lack of " " in this prefix, indicating the lack of synchronisation). The restriction of syntax to the bound output gives the following simpler form of dynamics.
x´ yµ P x´ yµQ ´ν yµ´P Qµ !x´ yµ P x´ yµQ !x´ yµ P ´ν yµ´P Qµ "x´ yµQ" indicates that x´ yµ is an asynchronous output exporting y which are originally local to Q. After communication, y are shared between P and Q. We also use branching x & i¾I´ y i µ P i , where I is a finite or countable indexing set, and selection x Ò i w , the latter written x Ò i´ wµP in the bound output notation. These constructs are used for representing base values, conditionals and the case construct [6, 59, 18] . They play a basic role in the typed setting, just as the case/injection constructs in the typed λ-calculus with sums. The dynamics of branching/selection is given by the following reduction rule.
The reduction involves selection of one branch, discarding remaining ones, combined with name passing.
We can now summarise the formal grammar of the calculus. Below and henceforth x y range over a countable set of names.
We often omit the index set I in x & i¾I´ y i µ P i . In the present paper we only consider £ (a distinguished singleton), t f , and AE 0 1 as the indexing sets for branching. 1 When the indexing set is £ , the branching is written x´ yµ P, regaining the non-replicated unary prefix. P Q is parallel composition of P and Q,´ν xµP is the result of hiding x in P, and 0 is the inaction. We usually omit the empty vector and 0's, writing, for example, x for x´µ, x P for x´µ P,
The structural congruence (which includes the α-equality) is standard [59] . The reduction relation is generated starting from the rules already given, closing the relation under contexts except under input prefixes, taking processes modulo .
As untyped processes, the above syntax can represent a large class of sequential and concurrent behaviours. We use the affine type discipline [6] for constraining their behaviour to purely functional ones. We use the following action modes [6, 59] , which represent different modes of communication actions at channels.
Affine input
Affine output ! Replicated server ? Client request to !
We also use Ð which stands for uncomposability. indicates a nonreplicated input which receives an output at most once. indicates an output which is done at most once. Thus and are dual to each other. When we compose and at a shared channel, we obtain Ð, indicating no further composition is possible at that channel. ! indicates a replicated input, while ? indicates an output to ! (these symbols are from [18] ). Thus ? and ! are dual to each other. When they are composed, we obtain !, so that a replicated channel is available to an arbitrary number of dual outputs.
Using the action modes, the grammar of channel types, ranged over by τ τ ¼ ρ , is given as follows ( τ denotes a vector).
τµ ! indicates a replicated input which receives channels of type τ. τµ ? is its dual. & i¾I τ i indicates a branching input which has Ibranches and which, at each i-th branch, receives channels of type
The symbol Ð is also used as a type, again denoting uncomposability.
The mode of τ is its outermost mode (if τ Ð) or Ð (if τ Ð). We often write ρ p if the mode of ρ is p. Given τ Ð, the dual of τ, written τ, is the result of exchanging, in τ, ! and ?, and , as well as & and¨. An action type (Γ ∆ ) is a finite map from names to channel types. fn´Γµ is its domain. An action type is sequential if it contains at most one channel whose type is of the mode (operationally this condition guarantees the existence of at most once thread in a typable process). In this paper we only use sequential action types.
A classification of channel types called polarities [32, 39] plays a basic rôle in the process logic. A channel type, or a name given that type, is positive (resp. negative) if its mode is one of ! (resp. ? ).
Ð is neutral. Intuitively, a type or a typed channel which emits, or generates, information is positive, while one which receives, or consumes, information is negative (a behavioural characterisation of this idea is given in [32] ; note polarities are not directly related to the distinction between input and output).
A typed term is written P º Γ (read: P has type Γ, or P is typed under Γ). The typing rules are presented and illustrated in Appendix A: however the following technical development should be understood without details of the typing rules. A few examples of typed processes follow.
1. The process w Ò 3 simply selects the third branch at w, for which we have w Ò 3 º w : ¨i ¾AE . ÓÙ Ð xy º y : AE AE x : AE AE . When invoked at x, the process asks back at y, receives n, and gives its double as the answer to the original question. 3 y and ÓÙ Ð xy interact as:
4. Let x y τ def !x´wµ y´uµu w with τ def μ µ ! . Then we have x y τ º x : τ y : τ. This is a copycat of type τ [34, 6] , which acts as a transparent link between two locations, as the following reduction indicates (below is the standard weak bisimilarity [46] ).
Similarly we can define a copycat for general !/ -types, as formally given in Appendix B.
5. Using a generalised copycat, we can represent recursion. Let P º Γ y : τ x : τ ! , write Π i P i for the n-fold parallel composition, and define:
Then we have µ y τ x P º x : τ ! . In this agent, each output from P at y i is mediated to its own x i , realising recursive behaviour via a circular link.
Assertions for Typed Processes
Basic Ideas
Processes are inherently interactional, and, for that reason, their behaviour is dependent on the environment's behaviour. Recall ÓÙ Ð xy above. If we invoke this process at x, and if !y´cµ c Ò 3 is present, then ÓÙ Ð xy will return 6: but if at y there is !y´cµ c Ò 1 then it answers with 2. Thus a process in general can guarantee a certain behaviour only by relying on the behaviour of an environment [36] , arriving at the following form of judgement:
where A and B are formulae whose grammar is given later. Negative names in Γ may occur in A (but not in B), while positive names in Γ may occur in B (but not in A). The judgement can be read as:
If P typed under Γ can rely on A as the behaviour of an environment, then the process combined with the environment can guarantee B.
We often write P rely A guar B, leaving the action type implicit.
As a concrete example, we can specify the behaviour of ÓÙ Ð xy as follows. Below we assume the action type y : AE AE x : AE AE . Below the symbol ε stands for the empty vector of names.
ÓÙ Ð xy rely y¯ε Ò 3´µ guar x¯ε Ò 6´µ (4) The term y¯ε, which consists of a name y, operator¯, and the argument ε, is best understood as abstraction of an output of form y´cµ, with ε indicating y carries no arguments except for a return channel. Ò 3´µ can be understood as abstraction of an output c Ò 3 . Thus y¯ε Ò 3´µ says that the invocation y´cµ is answered by an output c Ò 3 . The bound c is not mentioned since its concrete naming is insignificant. Thus¯indicates typed interaction: in the next section we encode function application into this operation. Reading the second formula in the same way, (4) as a whole says that, if the environment returns 3 when invoked at y with the null argument, then the process itself would return 6 when invoked similarly at x. How such formulae arise from those in Hennessy-Milner logic is discussed in [27, Section 2] .
The next assertion is more detailed than (4).
ÓÙ Ð xy rely y¯ε
Since i does not occur in Γ, i is auxiliary [22] . As in Hoare Logic, auxiliary names are universally quantified in the whole sequent.
Thus (5) says that, for each i ¾ AE, if the environment is such that it returns i for its invocation at y, then P returns 2 ¢i. Now consider the following process which slightly alters ÓÙ Ð xy .
Note y is now bound. For this agent, the assertion corresponding to (5) becomes, under the typing x :´AE AE ¨i ¾AE µ ! :
x¯y indicates x is now invoked with a single argument (together with an implicit return channel). Since y is auxiliary, we may rewrite the above rely formula as y i ´y¯ε Ò i´µ x¯y Ò 2¢i´µ µ.
Terms
Terms in the logic are given by the following grammar. Below let τ be of mode ! or , and ρ be of mode .
e ::
The first set of terms (e e ¼ ) are data expressions, while the sec-
data sets ( £ , and AE). Data expressions denote their elements, while behaviour expressions abstract process interactions. The welltypedness of data/behaviour expressions is naturally given, setting the type of a¯ b to be τ assuming a has type´ ρτµ ! and b has type ρ (for the full typing rules, see Appendix C). We usually omit ρ from Ò ρ e´ aµ, and write´ aµ for Ò £´ aµ for brevity.
Formulae
Formulae are those of the first-order logic with equality [42] . Below ranges over and Q over .
We also use the truth Ì (which is, say, 1 1) and the falsity (which is Ì). The quantifications induce binding, for which we assume the standard bound name convention. fn´Aµ denotes free names in A. A is well-typed if whenever a variable/name occurs twice they own the same type and each pair of equated terms have the same type. We only consider well-typed formulae from now on.
Judgement
A judgement for a typed process P º Γ has the following shape.
A (resp. B) is the rely formula (resp. the guarantee formula) of the judgement. Those names in A and B which are from Γ are called primary names, others auxiliary names. Assuming Γ ∆ 1 ∆ 2 such that types in ∆ 1 (resp. ∆ 2 ) are negative (resp. positive/neutral), the free names in A (resp. in B) should be typed under ∆ 1 (resp. under ∆ 2 ), combined with a typing on auxiliary names, common to A and B. Note free names in formulae in each judgement are strictly typed by the underlying action type. Also note neutral names, i.e. those typed by Ð, never occur in formulae (since a name in a formula is always either positive or negative). This indicates logical insignificance of neutral names (which reflects their behavioural insignificance: no visible action is possible at neutral names). An assertion is sometimes written P relyA guar B, leaving the action type implicit. An assertion means either a judgement or formulae occurring in a judgement.
Total and Partial Correctness
In the following we present simple semantics of assertions. Before starting, however, a note is due on the treatment of divergence in specification. As in Hoare logic, an assertion in the present typed process logic can be either about total correctness (where non-trivial assertions always guarantee termination) or about partial correctness (where divergence allows arbitrary specifications). These two, together with a third one which subsumes both, are discussed in detail in [27] . In the present paper we focus on the logics for total correctness because of its simplicity in presentation. Semantics of assertions uses an abstract notion of behaviour, defined from the standard typed congruence for affine processes [6] . The congruence, written π , is the maximum typed congruence satisfying: P π Q º x:´µ iff P · x Q · x , where P 1 π P 2 º Γ means P 1 2 º Γ are related by π and P · x means P £ x R
Model
Let τ be positive. An abstract process p of type τ, often written p τ , is a map from the names to the π -congruence classes such that:
(1) P ¾ p´xµ implies P º x : τ, and (2) A 
Satisfaction Relation
Fix auxiliary names in A and an interpretation I , the latter mapping the former to constants and abstract processes. The interpretation e I is standard, starting from x I I´xµ. For behaviour expressions, the interpretation a I ¡ξ is given by:
x I ¡ξ Í ξµ´xµ, x¯ y I ¡ξ x I ¡ξ¯ y 1 I ¡ξ y n I ¡ξ and Ò e´x1 x n µ I ¡ξ Ò e I´ x 1 I ¡ξ x n I ¡ξµ.
where p¯q 1 q n and Ò i´p1 p n µ are given as follows.
p¯ q is the abstract process whose image at (say) z iś
Ò j´p1 p n µ is the abstract process whose image at (say) x is x Ò j´ yµΠ i p i´yi µ.
In these clauses we confuse an abstract process with a concrete process in its π -congruence class. This does not lead to ambiguity because of congruency and renaming closure.
The notion of satisfaction of A by a model ξ under an interpretation I , written ξ I A, is given by induction on the structure of A.
We start from:
Logical connectives are interpreted classically:
where, in the last line, τ denotes the set of all abstract processes of type τ. The rest is de Morgan duality.
Semantics of Judgement
Let P º Γ. We write P ξ Γ with ξ x 1 : p 1 x n : p n to denote P π Π i P i Γ such that P i ¾ p i´xi µ for each i. Fixing auxiliary names in A and its interpretation I, let us write P I A when P ξ and ξ I A for some total ξ (the restriction to total models is for ensuring total correctness: I is left unconstrained). We can now formally define the semantics of assertion. A basic property of the typed process logic follows, which says that assertions valid for each process precisely characterise its behaviour up to the contextual congruence. Below P Γ L Q Γ stands for A B ´P Γ rely A guar B Q Γ rely A guar B µ.
See [27, §3.8, §4.4] for the proof. Though this property does not directly pertain to expressiveness of assertions, it does confirm that specifications in the present logic speak no more and no less than observable properties of processes. 
Proof Rules for Process Logic
One of the significant consequences of the representation of environments in assertions in the present logic is the existence of simple compositional proof rules for valid assertions. We use the judgement of the form P Γ rely A guar B for provability, which should follow the same typing constraint on primary/auxiliary names in formulae as before (action types are often omitted). The proof rules are given in Figures 1 and 2 . In each rule, we assume all occurring processes and assertions, including those in the conclusion, are well-typed. Further conventions:
A -y indicates no name in y occurs in A, while A y indicates all primary names in A are in y . i j exclusively range over auxiliary names (in a given judgement).
In each rule, no primary names in a judgement in its premise should overlap with auxiliary names in a judgement in either its premise or its conclusion.
Among the proof rules, (Zero) should need no illustration. (Res) is reminiscent of Hoare's rule for local name [24] . In (Weak), x can occur as an auxiliary name in A in the antecedent.
(Par) rule assumes non-circular parallel composition, where positive names in P are compensated by negative names in Q, but not vice versa (the precise condition is given in Appendix A). As a result, we obtain the simple proof rule, close to the cut rule in the sequent calculus. Since a parallel composition in affine processes can always be decomposed into a non-circular one and a recursion, this does not lose generality. In the premise, if a free name in E is primary in the first sequent, then it should also be so in the second sequent, because of our convention on name usage noted above. (Rec) uses the expression for recursion given in §2.1, and combines mathematical induction and recursive behaviour, ensuring total correctness. In the rule, A´eµ denotes the result of substituting e for a hole in a formula, avoiding name capture. The rule is close to Harel's rule for the while command [19] , which is known to be complete for strong models [4] . For tractable reasoning, one may extend the rule to well-founded induction [16] .
(Bra ) says that, if x & i´ y i µ P i is to guarantee B relying on A, each branch P i should guarantee B relying on A in which x is specialised into its i-th branch by substitution. (Sel ) is its dual, saying, for an output x Ò i´ yµP to guarantee B relying on A, P itself should guarantee B relying on A, with x in B replaced by its carried value.
(In ! ) and (Out ? ) are another pair of mutually dual proof rules. For (In ! ), suppose P guarantees C 2 at z, relying on A and C 1 , with only the latter being about y. Then !x´ yzµ P can guarantee, for all y satisfying C 1 , that the result of invoking x with y satisfies C 2 which is now about x and y by substitution. B is a weaker property, so we safely place the formula in the conclusion.
In (Out ? ), we first assume A as the global property of the environment, which in particular talks about x. Under A, suppose P can guarantee C 1 at y. Further, suppose P can guarantee B if the environment satisfies C 2 at z. Finally suppose A and C 1 together ensure that invoking x with arguments y will result in z satisfying C 2 . Then invoking x with arguments y and a return channel z will in effect guarantee B. The condition x¯ y · demands the result of invocation does not diverge, an essential requirement for the total correctness.
Formally a · for a of type ρ stands for: i x a Ò i´ xµ. Figure 2 , (Consequence) is similar to the corresponding rule in Hoare Logic, except that the entailment in the present logic is not only about number-theoretic facts but also about the universe of sequential behaviour. For the latter, we may use:
Moving to
(extensionality)
x u¯ x v¯ x u v.
The remaining two structural rules are immediate consequences of the semantics of auxiliary names, which are universally bound in the whole sequent (and, for (Aux-), observing that the rely condition is interpreted contravariantly). These two rules are essentially simple instances of Hoare's well-known adaptation rule [22] , but are found to be useful in the present proof system (for other structural rules, see [27, §3.6] ). Many inference examples using these proof rules are given in [27] : some are also found in Section 3 in relationship with proof rules for higher-order functions. The following result is proved in 
Program Logics via Process Logics
PCFv and its Process Encoding
In this section we show how we can derive a program logic for the call-by-value PCF (henceforth PCFv) from the affine process logic, leading to natural proof rules as well as their soundness. First we summarise the syntax of PCFv.
Binding etc. are standard. α β are types, whose grammar is to be given soon. c is a constant for which we consider booleans Ø and natural numbers n. op´M 0 M n 1 µ denotes an n-ary arithmetic or boolean operation (e.g. succ´Mµ, M N). Values (V V ¼ ) are variables, constants, λ-abstractions and recursions.
We use the standard weak call-by-value one-step reduction [15] , written M M ¼ . Types, ranged over by α β , are generated from:
and AE are atomic types. A typed term has the form Γ M : α, where Γ is a base, which is a finite map from variables to types. The typing rules are standard [15] and are omitted. Assuming Γ M 1 2 : α, we write Γ M 1 λ M 2 : α when, for each closing context
PCFv can be fully abstractly embedded into affine processes [6] using the encoding by Milner [44, 30] . The encoding of types is given by: 2
The encoding of programs closely follows that of types. There are two kinds: V m (for values) and M u (for all terms). Some of the main ones are:
The encoding is type-preserving in the following way:
where Γ AE is the result of pointwise mapping and dualising each channel type. 
(full abstraction) For each
Γ M 1 2 : α, we have Γ M 1 λ M 2 : α iff M 1 u π M 2 u .
Assertions for PCFv
The significance of type preservation in the schema (7) is that the translation guides us to develop a simple program logic for PCFv. Let us start from an assertion for the encoding of Γ M : α in the typed process logic. By type preservation in (7), we know it has the following form:
where A is about Γ AE and E is about u :´α AE µ . A key observation which leads to the assertion language for PCFv is that, since the process logic under consideration is total, as far as A is satisfiable (and if not, i.e. if A , the assertion is vacuously valid for any E), we can set u of E as total, so that we can write:
We further observe each primary name, say x i , in A is given a´¡ µ AEmapped type, which is in accordance with the type α AE of m. This allows us to uniformly "decode" this assertion back to M: 
α denotes divergence (which is seldom used in specifications but is needed for semantic completeness), often written . The operator¯can be understood as the call-by-value version of application in combinatory logic [12] . We write e · for e , which corresponds to a · in the process logic, cf. §2.3. We distinguish a term of a boolean type (say t) from a formula (say Ì). This is necessary since a boolean term can take the value . In practice, however, we can often infer a given boolean term is total, in which case it can be soundly identified with a formula, as is often done in Hoare Logic. Terms are typed starting from constants and variables, requiring, in e 1¯e2 , that e 1 (resp. e 2 ) has type αµβ (resp. α) for some α and β, in which case the whole term has type β. The well-typedness of formulae is defined as before.
We can now present the syntax of judgements.
A M Γ;α : u B (for provability); and A M Γ;α : u B (for validity)
In both, we assume Γ M : α, u ¾ fn´Aµ fn´Γµ and fn´Γµ fn´Bµ / 0, as well as well-typedness of formulae. Following Section 2, we call A (resp. B) rely formula (resp. guarantee formula) of the judgement. In the judgement, the primary names in A are those occurring in Γ, while the primary name of B is the anchor u. We often omit type annotation, writing e.g. A M : u B. By an assertion we mean either a judgement or the rely/guarantee formula used in it.
Let us look at a couple of examples. The first one is a simple assertion for the identity function.
Ì λx α x : u y α u¯y y (11) which says that the program, when applied to any well-typed argument y of type α, will return that argument as a result. This sequent has a precise analogue in the process logic via encoding. Since the program under consideration is a value, we can take λx α x u , for which we can state:
rely Ìguar y u¯y ýµ (12) which is easily derivable in the proof rules in §2.3. Note´yµ in (12) becomes simply y in (11).
Another simple example uses a non-trivial assumption on a higherorder variable.
where Even´nµ (resp. Odd´nµ) says that n is even (resp. odd). In the process logic, this assertion becomes, writing a gives e for c ´a ´cµ c¯ε Ò e´µ µ for brevity:
The indirection via affine output complicates the formulae: yet we can precisely read out the high-level assertion in (13) from the lowlevel one. More examples of assertions will be given in §3.5.
Semantics of Judgement
Intuitively, a judgement A M : u B under the typing x : τ M : β means that, restricting our attention to total correctness as before:
If a vector of closed values of type τ satisfy A, then the result of substituting them for variables in M converges to a value whose behaviour satisfies B, under an arbitrary interpretation of auxiliary names.
Below we substantiate this informal reading in a simplest possible way. 3 Let κ κ ¼ range over the λ -congruence classes of typed closed terms, which we call behaviours. We write κ α if κ is of type α. For each type α, there is a unique congruent class of the diverging terms, which we write α or simply . If κ , we say κ is a total behaviour.
Let κ αµβ 1 and κ α 2 . Then κ 1¯κ2 is given as the congruence class including MN for M ¾ κ 1 and N ¾ κ 2 . Arithmetic operations etc.
are similarly defined. A model ξ maps names to total behaviours.
An interpretation I maps names to both total and non-total behaviours. Given a model ξ and an interpretation I , the map e I ¡ξ is defined by induction on e, starting from x I ¡ξ Í ξµ´xµ.
The satisfaction relation ξ I A is standard. We then write κ The validity in the PCFv-logic is precisely embeddable into that of the process logic. The translation of formulae is written A v , where v indicate the primary names in A (which are to be treated as total behaviours). The embedding starts from (always choosing fresh names for newly introduced names):
The rest is compositional with respect to logical connectives and quantifiers. The map e y x encodes a term e to a formula 4 , naming the term as x and indicating y are primary. The map is defined inductively as follows.
In the second line, an operation op is assumed to be total and strict in each argument (when op is nullary the map becomes that for a constant). The translation decomposes coalesced PCFv-types into their affine (partial) and replicated (total) parts. This decomposition makes the mapping complex. The resulting complexity in turn suggests abstraction and convenience in specification we obtain when we move from the fine-grained process logic to a logic tailored for a specific programming language. A key result on the logical embedding follows. The property is called logical full abstraction by Longley and Plotkin [41] , though in a different setting. The proof uses Proposition 2 (in particular definability), see [27, §6.4] for detail. Below we use the entailment m ´u ḿµ B u m u µ B ε , which allows us to simplify the guarantee formula. 
Proof Rules for PCFv-Logic
The correspondence between assertions in the PCFv-logic and those in the process logic leads to simple proof rules for PCFv, which are given in Figure 3 . As in §2.3, A y means primary names in A are inside y , A y means no name from y occurs in A, and i i ¼ exclusively range over auxiliary names. Again as in §2.3, we assume that, in each rule, no primary names in a judgement in the premise should overlap with auxiliary names in any judgement in the rule, either in the premise or in the conclusion.
All rules in Figure 3 should naturally read from the viewpoint of PCFv-computation. Var says that, if something can be said about what x denotes in the environment, then the same thing can be said about x as a term, named as u. This axiom corresponds to, via encoding, the following copycat laws, derivable in the rules of the process logic (see [27, §3] for the derivation). Below we assume τ has mode ! and ρ has mode .
Const is about identity of u and a constant c, which is reminiscent of the assignment rule in Hoare Logic. Op is a generic rule for Abs says that, if, under the assumption C 1 about x, the program M named as m satisfies C 2 , then λx M named as u satisfies the following property: for any x satisfying C 1 , the result of applying x to u, named as m, satisfies C 2 . The global assumption A should not mention x. The quantification of the auxiliary names i is in fact redundant in the presence of Aux-discussed below, but having it together is almost always convenient in reasoning. Dually App says that if M named as m satisfies C 1 , and N named as x satisfies C 2 , and C 1 and C 2 together imply B whose u is substituted for m¯x, as well as convergence of the invocation, then MN named as u satisfies B.
Rec combines recursion with mathematical induction, in direct correspondence with (Rec). Again we may extend this rule to wellfounded induction.
The final three rules are structural rules. Consequence is just as in Hoare logic. Aux-and Aux-come from the semantics of auxiliary names, just as in §2.3. For applying the consequence rule, we need to calculate the validity of formulae in the domain of call-by-value sequential behaviour, in addition that of the standard number theory. Figure 4 lists three basic rules (rules similar to ( -right) are valid for the first-order operators).
Each of these proof rules can be cleanly decomposed into a few steps of inference in the process logic. As an example, we show the case of App . For brevity let M and N be values, in which case the 
The following derivation starts from the antecedents of App and finally reaches its conclusion, all in the encoded form. Ant 1,2,3 are three conditions in the antecedent, while IH stands for the induction hypothesis.
Decomposing each rule in the same way, we arrive at:
We can now establish a key property of the proof rules.
Theorem 3 (soundness of PCFv-logic) A M : u B implies A M : u B.
PROOF : Assume A M x: τ ; α : u B.
Note the proof needs both directions of Theorem 2. Examples of inferences using these proof rules are listed in §3.5.
Examples of Inferences in PCFv-Logic
We show two simple examples of inferences in the PCFv-logic.
Further examples are found in [27, §6] . First we derive a natural specification for the identity function.
Next we consider the standard recursive factorial:
The assertion which we wish to prove is:
Being simple as a statement, the inferences to reach this assertion will use all proof rules of PCFv-logic given in Figure 3 . By the shape of Rec , the proof is divided into two parts, the base case and the induction step. For brevity we let B´f µ´nµ def f¯n n! and M def if x 0 then 1 else x ¢ f´x 1µ. We first show the base case. Below (falsity) stands for the lemma N : u A for each N and A, which is easily derived by rule induction.
where (Eq) is an instance of Op . For the induction step:
where (Mult) and (Subt) are instances of Op . We can now combine the two conclusions, writing them as´£µ and´££µ:
thus reaching the required statement (14).
Extensions
The specification for the identity function in the previous subsection, x ´u¯x xµ, may at first look no different from the β vequality´λx xµx x. A basic difference is that the statement x ´ux xµ in the present logic does not mention concrete programs. This allows us to discuss the universe of behaviour insulated from specific programs and programming languages, offering a clean perspective on semantics of specifications.
But it does not end there. More importantly, this method of specifications -which is based on the idea that behaviour is interactional, so that it is best specified by unfolding it one by one via interaction -has significance when the complexity of behaviour increases, either in type/data structures or in the nature of computation such as statefulness. The proposed approach scales in both dimensions, backed up by the underlying process logics [27] . For example, to treat sums and products, one only has to add the following terms to the PCFv-logic. A pair e 1 e 2 is redundant but is convenient in proofs. We can then write, for example, z ´π 1´u µ¯z 2 ¢ zµ, which says u is a pair whose left value is a doubling function. There are (almost obvious) proof rules associated with them, all embeddable into the affine process logic.
To have potentially circular data structure, which is omnipresent in real-world programming, we can add recursive types, which can be simply treated in the process/PCFv-logic if we use the iso-recursive approach [52] : we extend types with recursion µX α (taken up to the standard isomorphism), with no need to add new proof rules. Using recursive types, we can represent, for example, the type of lists as Ä ×Ø´αµ def µY ´Unit · α ¢Yµµ. We can then reason about a list by unfolding it one by one (which is the best way if a list is large: and would be the only way if it is infinite). For clarity, one may add new terms to the logic, even though all are definable from the given constructs.
e :: ε e :: e ¼
We can then write down, for example, a specification for a program which eliminates all zero valued-cells from a given list (say l), using the following two predicates:
B´u lµ def l x :: y ´x 0 u¯l x :: u¯y µ ´x 0 u¯l u¯yµ.
As a first step, the required specification may be written as l Ä ×Ø´AEµ ´A´u lµ B´u lµµ (see [27, §10] for further detail). The proof rules for lists are also easily derived.
In the same way, the approach smoothly extends to two forms of second-order polymorphism (for both universal and existential abstraction), call-by-name evaluation, higher-order imperative procedures, computation with local state, and data structure with destructive update (cf. [50, 56] ). All these extensions are based on the idea of naming data and procedural objects, and defining suitable operations on typed names. For example, we may describe the behaviour of the universal identity in the second-order λ-calculus, ΛX λx X x : X X µX, with anchor u, as follows.
The assertion says that a type-abstracted behaviour named as u, when it is applied to any type α and well-typed argument y of type α, will return that argument itself as a result. Similarly we name an existentially pack and open it; or name a stateful procedure and assert how it changes a state and produces a value upon invocation. See [27, 28] for the account of these and other experiments. In the following, we present a concise, but self-contained, illustration of the affine type discipline used in the present paper. For further detail, see [27, §2.2] . Firstly, it suffices to consider the channel types of the shape given below [34, 3, 6] ( τ p indicates that each type in τ has mode p).´ τ ? ρ µ ! and, dually,´ τ ! ρ µ ? .
and, dually, ¨i ¾I τ ! i . Note an input type only carries output types, dually for an output type. A replicated input type carries zero or more ?-types (which may be considered as arguments it may receive); and a unique affine output (which may be considered as a return channel). Dually for a ?-type.
The typing rules are presented in Figure 5 , which are a variant of the sequential affine typing introduced in [6] . They differ from those in [6] in that it does not use IO-modes for ensuring sequentiality. This is made possible by the use of sequential action types. Some notations: "Γ ∆" denotes the union of Γ and ∆, indicating at the same time disjointness of their domains. ?Γ indicates Γ only use types of mode ?, similarly for Γ -x says x does not occur in Γ.
For parallel composition, we use the partial operation ¬, given by:
(1) Γ ¬∆ Γ ∆ (fn´Γµ fn´∆µ / 0).
(2) Γ ¡x:τ¬∆¡x:τ ¼ Θ ¡x:ρ (τ ¬τ ¼ ρ and Γ ¬∆ Θ). In other cases Γ ¬ ∆ is undefined. In (2), τ ¬ ρ is a commutative partial operation which satisfies: We briefly illustrate the typing rules. In each rule, we assume all occurring types are well-formed and all occurring action types are sequential (including those in conclusion). (Zero) assigns the empty type to 0. (Par) composes two processes using ¬: in the antecedent, we write Γ ∆ when Γ ¬ ∆ is defined. We can show, as far as Γ¬∆ is sequential, ¬ ensures both determinacy and singlethreadedness of a process.
(Par-nc) well as Ð-channels. (Bra) says that if, for each i, a process has only output types as specified, then we can prefix it with a branching input (note each type in τ i has mode ? by well-formedness of types).
(Sel) says that, if there is a process with !-channels and ?-channels, then we can construct a linear selection output which carries those !-channels. (In) says that if a process has a specified action type, then we can abstract y (of type τ, which are ?-types) and z (of type ρ, which is a -type) to construct a replicated input, which suppresses free outputs Γ. Note Γ has mode ?, saying only ?-channels are suppressed under replication. (Out) is similar to (Sel), except the ?-type at x should already appear in the antecedent. Processes typable with these rules cover essentially all sequential affine processes in [6] modulo . which allows fully abstract embeddings of, among others, both call-by-value and call-by-name PCF with products and sums. The typability is closed under reduction in the way: P º Γ and P P ¼ implies P ¼ P ¼¼ such that P ¼¼ º A for some P ¼¼ .
Finally we list the non-circular version of (Par) rule and the recursion rule in Figure 6 . ? Γ etc. indicate the modes of types in Γ, just like ?Γ. These rules are used as the basis of the proof rules in §2.3. The non-circular (Par) rule is equipotent to the original (Par) rule when combined with the recursion rule up to simple syntactic conversion.
B. Copycat
We define a copycat x y τ for an arbitrary τ of mode or ! by the following induction. 
C. Well-typed Behaviour Expressions
We say a has type τ by the following induction.
(1) x τ has type τ;
(2) a¯ b has type τ iff a has type´ ρτµ ! and b has type ρ; (3) Ò ρ e´ aµ has type ρ ¨i ¾T τ i iff e has type T and that, for each valuation, if e i ¾ T then a has type τ i .
Above a valuation is a well-typed map from names to constants. Note each well-typed behaviour expression has a unique type. It usually (as in this paper) suffices, for various embeddings of programming languages, to consider only those terms whose welltypedness is feasibly checkable.
